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Abstract

Fluence to e�ective dose conversion coe�cients have been calculated for electrons from 1MeV

to 100GeV using an anthropomorphic phantom and the EGS4 code. The conversion coe�cients

were calculated for typical six di�erent irradiation geometries by taking electro-magnetic cascade

shower and photonuclear reaction into account. The contribution due to photonuclear reaction in

energies up to 140MeV was evaluated to be less than 0.2% to absorbed dose.

1 Introduction

Dose limits are expressed in terms of the quantities, introduced in the Recommendation of the

International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP). The e�ective dose, in ICRP publication

60 (ICRP60) [1], is de�ned as the sum of risk-weighted organ doses and used as a radiological protection

quantity related to total stochastic e�ect on human body. Since this quantity is not measurable

in practice, the conversion coe�cient, calculated for standard conditions of exposure from physical

quantities such as particle uence to e�ective dose, has been used for the external radiation protection.

ICRP has compiled the conversion coe�cients against external radiations such as photons up to

10MeV, neutrons up to 180MeV and electrons up to 10MeV in ICRP Publication 74 (ICRP74) [2].

However, there has been growing need of dose conversion coe�cients for higher energy or various kinds

of radiation.

After the publication of ICRP74, the conversion coe�cients have been calculated by several groups

for photons [3, 4] up to 10GeV and for neutrons [5, 6], protons [6, 7], muons [8] and pions [9] up to

10TeV. As for uence to e�ective dose conversion coe�cients for electrons up to GeV order, Ferrari

et al. [10] calculated the conversion coe�cients for electrons up to 10GeV in four di�erent types of

geometries using FLUKA [11], the Monte Carlo high energy radiation transport code. The conversion

coe�cients for higher energy electrons will be needed for the radiation protection in synchrotron

electron facilities etc.

In the present study, uence to e�ective dose conversion coe�cients were calculated for electrons

in an energy range from 1MeV to 100GeV, using an anthropomorphic phantom and the photon

electron Monte Carlo simulation code EGS4 [13]. The calculations have included the evaluation of both

electro-magnetic process and photonuclear reaction, which are caused by high-energy bremsstrahlung

produced in a human body. In the calculation of e�ective dose due to photonuclear reaction, the

reactions such as (, p), (, d), (, t), (, 3He), (, �) and (, n) were considered. The contribution

of photonuclear reaction to absorbed dose was also evaluated.
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2 Method of Calculation

2.1 E�ective dose

In ICRP60, e�ective dose is de�ned as

E =
X
T

wTHT ; (1)

where wT is the tissue weighting factor for tissue or organ, T, and HT is the equivalent dose in tissue

or organ, T. The tissue weighting factors are given for 12 tissues or organs and remainder including

10 tissues or organs. HT is given by

HT =
X
R

wRDT;R; (2)

where wR is the radiation weighting factor for radiation R and DT;R is the absorbed dose for tissue or

organ, T, due to radiation R. For photons and electrons, wR is assigned to be unity. When it comes

to the treatment of colon, we treated the lower large intestine as colon and the upper large intestine

as one of the remainder tissues, according to ICRP60.

In the evaluation of electro-magnetic process, DT;R was obtained by dividing deposited energy in

each organ or tissue by its own mass.

In the case of photonuclear reaction, using the averaged photon uence in each organ or tissue

calculated by EGS4, absorbed dose for charged particles were calculated by

Di =
1

�

X
j

Z
Ei

Ei

Z
E

Nj � �ij(E) � fj(Ei; E) �

��(E)dEdEi; (3)

where

Di : absorbed dose for charged particle i, such as proton (p), deuteron (d), triton (t), 3He, and

�-particle (�),

� : density of organs or tissue,

Ei : energy of charged particle i,

E : photon energy,

Nj : atom number density of j -nucleus such as C, N, O,

�ij(E) : cross section of j -nucleus for i -particle production when photon energy is E ,

fj(Ei; E) : energy spectrum of secondary particle i by the reaction between photon and j -nucleus,
��(E) : averaged photon uence in organs or tissue.

In this calculation, it is assumed that recoiled nuclei and secondary charged particles deposit

their whole energies on the spot of each organ or tissue where the particles are produced (kerma

approximation). However, we did not evaluate the contribution of secondary neutrons because of the

following reasons. The �rst is that the contribution of neutron to absorbed dose will be overestimated

under the assumption of the kerma approximation. The second is, that it is reported the contribution

of neutron produced to absorbed dose is considerably small [14] when a 30cm-thick semi-in�nite slab

phantom are irradiated by photons in the energy range up to 10GeV.

As for recoiled nuclei, the kinetic energy, ERecoil
i , was calculated by energy conservation law and

dose equivalents were obtained by substituting E
Recoil
i for Ei in Eq.(3). Total absorbed dose was

composed of those due to electro-magnetic cascade shower and photonuclear reaction. HT in each

organ or tissue was converted from the total absorbed dose in Eq.(2). Finally, we obtained E by

summating the product of HT for the organs or tissues and wT in Eq.(1).

2.2 Photonuclear cross section

Photonuclear cross sections of secondary particle production were taken from preliminary version

of JENDL Photonuclear Data Files (JENDL-PDF) [18]. We treated the main elements in a human
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body such as carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. The reaction types included were (, p), (, d), (, t), (,
3He), (, �) and (, n). The cross sections of the six reactions including the giant dipole resonance

peaks were given for the photon energy up to 140MeV. The photonuclear reaction was evaluated for

the components of photon uence with energy below 140MeV.

2.3 Mathematical phantom and Monte Carlo code

An anthropomorphic phantom and EGS4 were used to calculate energy deposition and photon

uence averaged over each tissue or organ. The mathematical phantom used in the calculation was a

modi�ed MIRD-type phantom, in which oesophagus was added by Yamaguchi [15]. The phantom [15]

is designed as hermaphroditic and composed of the 61 regions, or 37 organs and tissues with di�erent

densities and composition. Three tissues have been considered: soft tissues, lungs and skeletal tissue.

The density assumed is 0.9869 g�cm�3 for soft tissues, 0.2958 g�cm�3 for lungs and 1.4682 g�cm�3 for

skeletal tissue. The composition of the three tissues were limited to the 17 elements, H, C, N, O, Na,

Mg, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Fe, Zn, Rb, Sr, Zr, Pb.

To incorporate the phantom into the EGS4 code system, UCGEN [16], the generalized user code

for EGS4, was used. The user code employs modi�ed MARS geometry package [17] developed at

ORNL, and the MIRD-type anthropomorphic phantom was described with this geometry package.

The phantom was irradiated in a vacuum space by mono-energetic parallel electron beams. Selected

irradiation geometries were anterior-posterior (AP), posterior-anterior (PA), right lateral (RLAT), left

lateral (LLAT), isotropic (ISO) and rotational (ROT).

Cut o� energies for photons and electrons were set to be 10keV and 100keV respectively since the

range for electrons with the cut o� energies is short as compared with the tissue or organ size in the

phantom. Histories were selected to keep the statistical uncertainties below 10% for equivalent doses

of organ or tissue that were given the tissue weighting factors.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Dose contribution due to photonuclear reaction

The contribution of photonuclear reaction to absorbed dose is expressed by the ratio of absorbed

doses due to photonuclear reaction against the total absorbed dose, as shown in Fig.1. In AP ir-

radiation geometry, the maximum contribution of photonuclear reaction to the total absorbed dose

is about 0.1%. The predominant reactions were (, n) and (, p) reactions, due to the large cross

sections compared with other reactions. The contribution of photonuclear reaction to doses gradually

increases with incident electron energy up to about 500MeV and then changes little up to 100GeV.

As for other irradiation geometries, the each energy dependence of the ratio was similar to that in AP

geometry and the maximum contributions to absorbed dose are within 0.2%.

In the present evaluation, the doses in the photon energy range above 140MeV were neglected

because of the lack of the cross section in JENDL-PDF. According to Sato et al. [14], the cross

sections above 140MeV are comparable or greater than the cross section at the energy of giant dipole

resonance peaks. In the case of the incident electron energy 100GeV in AP geometry, the ratio of

photon uences above 140MeV up to 100GeV amounted to more than 50% and the contribution of

photon uence above 140MeV was estimated to be over 50%. Then the contribution of photonuclear

reactions to absorbed doses has been underestimated. However, the contribution of photonuclear

reaction to absorbed dose was estimated to be within 1% and considerably small against total absorbed

doses, even if the absorbed doses in energies over 140MeV were considered.

3.2 Dose conversion coe�cients

Fluence to e�ective dose conversion coe�cients are summarized and compared with Ferrari's

data [10] in Table 1. Statistical uncertainties (fractional standard deviation) are presented for each
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value. The same data are also plotted in Fig.2. In the coe�cients, both electro-magnetic cascade

process and photonuclear reaction were considered.

As shown in Fig.2, the coe�cients sharply increase with incident electron energy up to 50MeV,

while those for electron energies over 50MeV increase gradually. The type of geometry with the

maximum E is dependent on incident electron energies. In the energy range below 50MeV, the E

values are higher for AP than for any other geometries. This is because the range of electron is short

and most of electron energies are deposited in the area near the surface of the phantom, where organs

or tissues with large wT such as testes and breast are located. At 50MeV, signi�cant di�erence in

the E values was not found among irradiation geometries. The reason is that the range of electron

with 50MeV is estimated to be about 16 cm and nearly equal to the thickness of the phantom. For

electron energy over 100MeV, the E values for RLAT or ISO become the maximum. The range of

electron becomes larger and energy deposition increases in organs or tissues located inside and on the

rear of the phantom against its incident direction. The variation of organ dose conversion coe�cients

decreases with incident electron energy in the energy range over 50MeV.

For LAT geometry, there are some di�erence in E between for right lateral (RLAT) and for left

lateral (LLAT). This result can be explained by the position of speci�c organs, such as stomach and

colon, with high tissue weighting factor. E is about 10% higher for RLAT than for LLAT in the

energy range over 5GeV, mainly because stomach and colon, with relatively high wT , were located at

the left side of phantom. The E values for ROT resulted in nearly averaged values for AP, PA and

LAT geometry.

The data are in a good agreement with Ferrari's data in the energy range up to 10GeV. In AP, the

results show agreement within 6% in the energy range over 20MeV. In other irradiation geometries,

there is no signi�cant di�erence as well. As a result, the conversion coe�cients calculated for the

energy range over 10MeV are valid data. On the other hand, some of the present results in the energy

range below 10MeV exceed by about 40% those of the reference data. These discrepancies might be

attributed to the di�erence in phantom, compared the calculated organ doses with Ferrari's data.

The data calculated in the present study will contribute a determination of the dose limit for

electrons.

4 Conclusion

E�ective dose per unit uence for electrons has been calculated from 1MeV to 100GeV using

the photon-electron Monte Carlo simulation code, EGS4, combined with an anthropomorphic phan-

tom. Photonuclear reaction has been also considered in the conversion coe�cient below photon energy

140MeV. The calculated conversion coe�cients are generally in agreement with those up to 10GeV

calculated by FLUKA. The dose contributions of photonuclear reaction to absorbed dose were esti-

mated to be less than 0.2% in any irradiation geometries and found to be not so signi�cant even if

the cross section of photonuclear reaction above 140MeV were considered. We will provide a complete

dataset of uence to e�ective dose conversion coe�cients for electrons up to 100GeV.
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Table 1. Fluence to E�ective dose conversion coe�cients.
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Figure 1. The ratio of absorbed dose by photonuclear reaction to total dose equivalent in AP

geometry. Others include secondaries and recoiled charged particles produced by the reactions such

as (, d), (, t), (, 3He), (, �) and (, n).
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Figure 2. E�ective dose per unit uence as a function of incident electron energy.
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